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India is a land of heritage monuments, cultural extravagance and traditions that make it stand tall in
comparison to other countries of the world. This is one country where one can find contemporary
merging with traditional and offering a fusion of enigma. India is well known for its various beautiful
places and what best could be to explore these places other than the Luxury tour Packages.

Luxury tour Packages enable one to explore the most memorable aspects of this country of billion
inhabitants who share different culture, cuisine and language but have the same thing to offer
tourists: natural beauty, warmth, hospitality and colors. Most of the luxury tours offer railway tour
packages to the heritage places of India like Agra, Jaipur, Jaisalmer, Jodhpur, Varanasi, Kerala,
North East, Gujarat, Kashmir, Goa, Puri, Tirupati etc. there is just no dearth of places that are
covered under railway tour packages in India which offer extravagant living and a luxury lifestyle.
One can enjoy best of hotels in these places offering hospitality at par with developed country hotels
and warmth amongst the locals who welcome the tourists with open arms.

Most of the Luxury tour Packages take one to magnificent places where one gets closer to Mother
Nature and can see the excellent craftsmanship of the historic India in terms of monuments, forts,
palaces etc. one can also visit the most ravishing tours while on luxury package to south India, north
East India, Wildlife tour, backwaters tour, honeymoon tour, Rajasthan tour and the Golden Triangle
tour. Such tour packages include stay in a five star or three star hotel, pick up and drop services to
airport or railway station if you have selected the railway tour packages, complimentary breakfast
and dinner, sight-seeing facilities and an opportunity to see the culture of that particular place
through cultural shows at night.

Many luxury tours to places like Rajasthan take you through special trains that are epitome of
comfort and royalty like Royal Rajasthan on Wheels and Palace on wheels. The railway tour
packages that include traveling on such trains need to be paid in US dollars as these packages are
normally availed by foreign nationals who want an insight in Indian culture and traditions.

Luxury tour Packages also include special packages of spa and Ayurveda which normal packages
would never offer you. So pamper yourself with such prominent tours and see India in pomp and
show to make it a lifetime experience for you.
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Von Miller - About Author:
Author is an associate editor for a Luxury Tour Packages. Get all possible information about a Rail
Tour Packages. we also provide tourism packages with wide range of Holiday Package deals
anywhere India.
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